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Purchasing for Health-John Övretvedt 1995 Purchasing for health is more than contracting the best value for money services. Contracting is one means to the end of improving health and preventing illness. Public purchasing is a new task and an emerging health management discipline. This book gives an introduction to the theory and practice of the subject, describes key issues and offers guidelines for health purchasers in countries. It includes concise consideration of the changes in relationship of the UK with EU law following the vote to 'Brexit'.

European Union Law draws together a range of perspectives from experienced academics, teachers and practitioners to provide a comprehensive introduction. Each chapter has been written and updated by an expert in the field to provide students with a broad range of ideas while offering a solid foundation in the institutional and substantive law of the EU. Written by experts, designed for students; every chapter ensures a balance of accessible explanation and critical detail. Case studies are included throughout the book to help students understand the context and implications of EU law, as well as helping to familiarize them with some of the most significant case law in the area. Quotations and examples from key legislation and academic sources are also included to help develop a well-rounded understanding, while further reading suggestions for each chapter act as a springboard for further study and assessment preparation. This text provides a fresh and modern guide to EU law and is an ideal entry-point for students new to the subject as well as those looking to develop their understanding. Online resources process the result of the UK leaving the EU unfolds, readers can also visit the OUP Brexit and EU law online resources which includes digital book updates created by our authors to engage students with the legal and political issues and considerations at play. The book is accompanied by online resources which include:- Downloadable Table of Equivalences to help you follow case law. Downloadable flowcharts and figures from the book, clarifying key concepts and processes - A hub of Brexit-related resources to help you gain a better understanding of the issues at play.

Stothers-2007 Shortlisted for the 2008 Young Authors Inner Temple Book Prize Are parallel importers the key to free trade, breaking down long-established constitutional power, contingently retained by the Member States to derogate from Community rights on the grounds of national or public security. Citizen rights. He shows that Community law has never given unqualified effect to the Member States' dispositions of their nationalities, and that the Member States have had their sovereign power unfettered. His book is the first major work to be published since the reorganization of the Lisbon Treaty, it retains the best elements of the first edition - the engaging, easily understandable writing style, extracts from a variety of sources showing the creation, interpretation and application of the law and comprehensive coverage. In addition it has separate chapters on EU law in national courts, government and regulatory bodies and offers a clear legal analysis of the major case law, from the constitutional to the contract law cases, and materials to provide the most authoritative coverage and analysis.
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